
 

Recording not great

Def One shot simultaneous more game

n players n 1,4 in

Finite set Si of strategies actions for player i

Six 2x x Sn set of strategy profiles

Utility function hi S IR for each itch

Notation A x elk x 20 tieck Kix 1

Set of probability vectors distributions over k

Def Nash equilibrium Let Mie Is titch Then

Mama Ma is a Nash Equilibrium if titch and

hit Ali
E u insaneSnl u ii son su
limit eh Si ti

f hi titi



Notes
A single strategy se fi or meds with exactly one

nonzero entry is a pure strategy

Mt Dg called a mixed strategy
If all mi's are pure strategies called a pure Nash

equilibrium

Sometimes call a Nf a mited NE to distinguish frompure

Thy Crash Every game with a finite players

finite pure strategies has at least one NE

possibly weird things to keep in mind

implicitly assuming every player knows mixed strategy
of every other player h t not actin drawn

Stable hut one shot

can simplify definition only need to consider deviations

to pure strategies



Th If many Mn is not a NE then

Field aes sit

E hits se no la
limit ea

hittin D C E
Si mi ti ti
Si a

Pfskett line at a Nf Field mitts
lit i has incentive to deviate to hit from mi

B t Mi convex combination of pure strategies

Mi na better than best pure strategy

Lots of generalizations and other definitions

subgame perfect Nash

Bayes Nash

string Nash



Today n 2 zero sum

next class 4 2 non zero sum

f t re i n 72

Notation Bimatrix game
2 players S N L M

matrices A Berth
u.li Ai Ucci Bi

useful notation ble linear algebra

Claim Let xe.sn mixed strategy for plate 1

YEDm mixed strategy for player 2

Then E u li x'Ay a d

E Curci x'By
i x
j Y

PI x'Ay É É A Xix LA

IT finalist Pr plate I plays if 1 player 2 plays
def



E Chili
i x
j y

Def A bimatrix game is zero sum if

Ri Ai field ECM

in zero sum game inst need single matrix A

player I chooses x to maximize x'Ay
player 2 chooses y to minimize atty

Thy von Neumann In a two player zero sum game

we can compute a Nash equilibrium in polynomial

time

Note Not original formulation

Sps row player uses mixed strategy XEDn

x'A EIR and ta is expected utility for ro

player if column player uses pure strategy



So what does column player do

Choose j minimizing ta

if row player uses x ill end up getting

min
item

TA utility

So what will row player do

Choose Xe In maximizing min x'A
jECM

can we compute this

Ur Max u

sit Xi 20 Kit CNT

fix 1

TA Zu tie CMJ

TA E Ai X

Linear programming

Let pedn he optimal solution to Lp



The Let pst he a NE and let it p'tAgt be

expected utility of raw player Then ur it

PI vrs spy ur ut Then if row player switches

to p gets utility

p'Aat FIE HA ur it

would have incentive to deviate

thy since column player doesn't wa t t deviate

u min A1
item

I Ur Since it feasible solution to LP

ur optimal for LP

Now similar thought process for column player

If column player plays ye Dm row player chooses

it N maximizing Ay

column player plays ye Am minimizing max
item
Ky

compete via Lp



Vci min u

s t y 20 it m

fit 1

Ay Iu Vie CN

Ay E Ai Y

Analogous to before ve u

Let pedn ont solution to row LP

qt Dn ont solution to column LP

Thy p g is a Nash equilibrium

PI ptAg 2 ur it since partial to re LP

ft Aq Eve Tu since q ont lol to call

pta

Sps row player deviates to pure strategy Keln



row player gets tility

Agl I mix Aq Ve I
ieCN

Sps Cal player deviates to pure strategy Kelm

has cast

etAl 2 min eta ur u

jam

Nash


